
Where New Age Drilling Solutions
Enhance Ease and Convenience.

SPECTRUM OF
POSSIBILITIES



COMPANY
INTRODUCTION
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF LA TIM GROUP.

We call it a spectrum of possibilities.

LATIM STEEL

The group is built on a foundation of trust, transparency and a commitment to excellence. 

The LA TIM Group was established in 1986 and has today grown into many business verticals, 
giving our partners many opportunities to soar with us.

From Steel to Hospitality and Realty, LA TIM Group brings varied experiences and opportunities 
to its customers. 

Since decades, LA TIM Metal & Industries Ltd. has established itself as a known name in the 
steel Industry. With the goal to be a leading provider of high-quality coated steel products, we 
consistently exceed our customer's expectations through continuous innovation, exceptional 
service and sustainable practices.

With a vision to go beyond, to explore inno vations to cater to the needs of the growing 
infrastructure of the country by developing new products thereby creating multiple possibilities 
for our customers. 

We are committed to enhancing the durability, aesthetics and performance of steel through 
advanced coating technologies, while maintaining a strong focus on customer satisfaction, 
employee well-being and environmental stewardship. 

By delivering superior solutions, we aim to contribute to the success and growth of
our customers, employees and communities, while consistently creating value for our 
stakeholders.



Self drilling screws that are new age for easy and convenient drilling, making construction more 
convenient.

We deal in a vast range of self-drilling screws that are ideal for a wide range of steel substrate as 
well as timber fixing. They are suitable for most self drill screw applications, offering 
impeccable drilling performance and exceptional durability. With intensive product and design 
development. Our heavy duty screws offer drilling and fastening with an ease of operation. 
They also offer faster installation time, corrosion resistance, high load bearing capacity and 
enhanced service life for helping to create a sustainable & better projects.

SELF DRILLING SCREWS

OUR SCREWS RANGE

Meta Drill Poly Drill

Timba Drill



Meta-drill series is specifically designed for fixing steel sheets into steel substrates.

META DRILL

Valley Fixing
Fasteners
(for fixing steel sheets into steel susbtrates)

Features:
-Hex flanged washer head
-Premium washer
-Head mark

Sizes:
#10*19mm
#12*25mm

Features:
-Hex flanged washer head
-Premium washer
-Head mark

Sizes:
#10*19mm

Stitching Fasteners
(for fixing steel sheets into steel susbtrates)

Features:
-Hex flanged washer head
-Premium washer
-Head mark

Sizes:
#12*45mm
#12*55mm

Crest Fixing 
Fasteners
(for fixing steel sheets into steel susbtrates)



Skylight screw fixing fasteners
(for fixing polycarbonate sheets into metal)

Features:
-Hex washer flange
-Expansion wings
-Premium washer
-Thunde-shot point

Sizes:
#12*55mm

Poly Drill series is specifically designed for fixing polycarbonate sheeting to metal.

POLY DRILL

Crest fixing
fasteners
(for fixing steel sheets into timber)

Features:
-Hex flanged washer head
-Premium washer
-Head mark
-Type 17 sharp point

Sizes:
#12*55mm

Valley Fixing
Fasteners
(for fixing steel sheets  into steel susbtrates)

Features:
-Hex flanged washer head
-Premium white washer
-Head mark
-Type 17 sharp point

Sizes:
#10*20mm
#10*25mm

Timba- Drill series is specifically designed for fixing roofing sheets into timber.

TIMBA DRILL



PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

Roofing Cladding

Dry Wall



Corporate Office: 
401, Navkar Plaza, 4th Floor, Bajaj Road,
Vile Parle (West), Mumbai - 400056.

Contact: 
+ 91 8655832957
+ 91 8655832959

Email: 
sales@latimsteel.com
marketing@latimsteel.com

Factory Address:
Industrial Plot No. 270/271, GIDC, 
Umbergaon, Valsad, Gujarat, 396171.

Website: www.latimsteel.com 


